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INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this article is to review some of the recent research in which geochemists
have examined precipitation of solid phases in porous media, particularly in pores a few
nanometers in diameter (nanopores). While this is a “review,” it is actually more forwardlooking in that the list of things about this phenomenon that we do not know or cannot
control at this time is likely longer than what we do know and can control. For example,
there are three directly contradictory theories on how to predict how precipitation proceeds
in a medium of varying pore size, as will be discussed below. The confusion on this subject
likely stems from the complexity of the phenomenon itself: One can easily clog a porous
medium by inducing a rapid, homogeneous precipitation directly from solution, or have
limited precipitation occur that does not affect permeability or even porosity substantially.
It is more difficult to engineer mineral precipitation in order to obtain a specific outcome,
such as filling all available pore space over a targeted area for the purposes of contaminant
sequestration. However, breakthrough discoveries could occur in the next five to ten years
that enhance our ability to predict robustly and finely control precipitation in porous media
by understanding how porosity and permeability evolve in response to system perturbations.
These discoveries will likely stem (at least in part) from advances in our ability to 1) perform
and interpret X-ray/neutron scattering experiments that reveal the extent of precipitation
and its locales within porous media (Anovitz and Cole 2015, this volume), and 2) utilize
increasingly powerful simulations to test concepts and models about the evolution of porosity
and permeability as precipitation occurs (Steefel et al. 2015, this volume). A further important
technique to isolate specific phenomena and understand reactivity is also microfluidics cell
experiments that allow specific control of flow paths and fluid velocities (Yoon et al. 2012).
An improved ability to synthesize idealized porous media will allow for tailored control of
pore distributions, mineralogy and will allow more reproducible results. This in turn may
allow us to isolate specific processes without the competing and obfuscatory effects that hinder
generalization of observations when working with solely natural samples. It is likely that no
one single experiment, or simulation technique will provide the key discoveries: to make
substantive progress will require a collaborative effort to understand the interplay between
fluid transport and geochemistry. Where rock fracturing and elevated pressures are of concern,
an understanding and capability to model geomechanical properties are necessary (Scherer
1999).
It is critical to understand not just how the precipitation reactions themselves occur, but
how a given solution composition, net flow rate and porous substrate translate to macroscopic
hydrologic parameters such as the evolution porosity and permeability that change in response
to geochemical reactions. Predicting these macroscopic terms is prerequisite for extrapolating
from laboratory-based or in silico (i.e., computational model) systems where every pore in
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the reactor/cell can be resolved or sampled to reservoir-scale simulations and field studies. In
these larger length-scale studies, it is no longer practical to think about individual pores but
instead one must consider pore distributions in aggregate. The current state-of-the-art is to
use linear relationships where the porosity and permeability are calculated using empirically
fit functions (Gibson-Poole et al. 2008). To improve the status quo will require us to develop
new, up-scaling theories that can accurately approximate the richness of reactivity observed
at the atomic- to pore-scales, but are still useful at the reservoir scale (Reeves and Rothman
2012). To verify and validate such models will require a strong connection between research
performed at the nanometer- or micrometer-length scales and larger column- or field-scale
studies.

RATIONALE
A capability to predict and control precipitation in pores could result in more useful
geochemistry in many situations in the subsurface, and in this section a few of them will be
described. A good first example of where precipitation is important is the well known two
order of magnitude discrepancy between field-based and laboratory-based rates of mineral
weathering reactions (Drever and Clow 1995; White 2008; Stack and Kent 2015). There are
abundant theories for the origin of the discrepancy, but two particularly important for this
article are the existence of pore-size-dependent effects (Putnis and Mauthe 2001; Emmanuel
and Ague 2009; Stack et al. 2014) and secondary mineral formation that reduces the reactive
surface area (Drever and Clow 1995; Maher et al. 2009). Maher et al. (2009) in particular
showed in a chronosequence of soils that laboratory-based dissolution rates can be consistent
when precipitation of secondary phases is accounted for. The effect of secondary mineral
precipitation on weathering will become even more significant if the extent of precipitation is
large enough such that the permeability of the soil or rock is significantly degraded and flow
of fluids through the rock is impeded. Mineral weathering itself is important for understanding
the composition of ground and surface waters, and minerals act as the longer term buffer of
carbon dioxide in the atmosphere (Berner et al. 1983) and acidity in rain (Drever and Clow
1995).
In addition to natural processes, engineered precipitation in porous media is being
explored as a contaminant sequestration and remediation strategy. It may be possible to take
advantage of the low solubility of some minerals to remediate metal contaminants intentionally.
An example includes radium, which readily substitutes for barium in barite (BaSO4) due to
similar reaction behavior and size of radium and barium. Radium is an issue for spent nuclear
fuel repositories that use bentonite as a sorbent since radium does not adsorb strongly to
clay minerals (Curti et al. 2010). However, there is evidence that the mobility of radium is
effectively controlled by barite solubility (Martin et al. 2003) because so much radium can
incorporate into barite and barium is more common than radium. Already a method that takes
advantage of the low solubility of Ba–Ra–Sr sulfate minerals has been proposed as an aboveground treatment strategy for hydraulic fracturing wastewater (Zhang et al. 2014), but it may
be possible to utilize this for subsurface applications in porous media. Another example is
that of uranium, which potentially could be remediated using hydroxyapatite which dissolves
and causes a uranium phosphate precipitate to form (Arey et al. 1999; Fanizza et al. 2013).
Instead of using abiotic hydroxapatite directly, less expensive bone meal has been considered
(Naftz et al. 1998). When used as a permeable reactive barrier, the extent of this precipitation
is such that the bone meal needs to be diluted with unreactive phases to avoid clogging the
reactive barrier by reducing the permeability drastically (Naftz et al. 1998). To avoid the issue
of clogging, other studies have examined the idea of using a soluble organo-phosphate that
is degraded by bacteria in the subsurface to create dissolved inorganic phosphate, which can
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then react with the uranium (Wright et al. 2011; Beazley et al. 2007). This concept is attractive
since an aqueous solution containing the organo-phosphate could be injected into a well,
where it would presumably mix with ambient fluids and become dispersed. The microbially
induced cleavage of the organophosphate would cause the dissolved inorganic phosphate
concentration to increase over time and lead to precipitation of uranium phosphate. A final
example metal contaminant is strontium-90, which is found sometimes as a legacy waste from
nuclear weapons production (Riley et al. 1992). Due to the similar chemical behavior and
size of strontium and calcium, strontium incorporates into the calcite (CaCO3) crystal lattice
(Wasylenki et al. 2005; Bracco et al. 2012). If one could therefore induce precipitation of a
strontium-rich calcite, the contaminant would be trapped as a solid phase and immobilized.
Immobilization for approximately one hundred years would be sufficient time to allow the
strontium-90 to decay to stable zirconium (Gebrehiwet et al. 2012), which in turn is incredibly
insoluble (Wesolowski et al. 2004). It is not unreasonable to think that a calcite precipitate
formed in the subsurface could last that long. As one of the authors in the Gebrehiwet et al.
(2012) study suggested, however, one can only control three things in regards to induced
precipitation in the subsurface: what solution one injects, where one injects it and how fast
one does so (Redden G.; pers. commun.). Thus for a remediation scheme of this type to work
in the subsurface, as opposed to in a soil or engineered reactive barrier, one would need to
have a precise control over where precipitation takes place, how fast precipitation occurs and
an understanding of how that precipitate changes the pore structure and communication of
the fluid. This level of control of precipitation has not been demonstrated to my knowledge,
but perhaps is not as far-fetched as one might initially guess. The issues involve being able to
balance mixing of an injected fluid with the ambient groundwater and/or other injected fluids
containing reactants, and the timing of precipitation reactions within the porous medium.
However, as discussed above, permeability should be maintained while the precipitation
reaction is ongoing if possible, i.e., until all of the contaminant is successfully sequestered in a
solid phase. The precipitation should therefore not occur too quickly, otherwise the calcite will
form too close to the injection well and clog, nor too slowly so that the strontium and injected
fluids disperse prior to precipitation occurring. This might be described as a “Goldilocks”
problem in mineral precipitation kinetics, get it to occur not too quickly, nor too slowly, but
just right.
By far the most common contaminant by mass that has been proposed to be sequestered
by induced precipitation is carbon dioxide. There has been and continues to be intense research
and pilot projects whose goal is to determine the feasibility of widespread sequestration of this
contaminant. Despite the effort, there is still uncertainty about how much carbonate-containing
mineral will precipitate (if any), the locales in which it will precipitate and how long the
reactions will take. The conventional wisdom is that it will take something on the order of 1000
years to convert the carbon dioxide to a mineral (Metz et al. 2005). That is likely true in some
situations, e.g., a storage reservoir that is a clean quartz sand and contains few highly reactive
minerals such as the Sleipner field in the North Sea. However there are also some real world
examples where significant mineral precipitation has either been directly observed, or evidence
has been discovered that it may be occurring. In Nagaoka, Japan, some pore fluids have become
supersaturated with respect to calcite only a few years after injection of CO2 started (Mito et al.
2008). In a site in west Texas where CO2 was injected over a period of 35 years for the purpose
of enhanced oil recovery, fractures sealed with calcite can be observed in well casing cement
(Carey et al. 2013). The latter example raises a particularly interesting possibility, which is that
even if the net amount of carbon dioxide turned to a mineral is small, there could be enough
precipitation to affect the storage security of a site. In this case, fractures in the well casing
cement were sealed with calcite. One might expect that something similar could happen in a
cap rock or seal that has had fractures open or form in it due to the increased pressure from
the carbon dioxide injection. In what might be a maximum amount of precipitation observed
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thus far (for the available porosity) has been during CO2 injection in the Columbia River
basalts. It appears that mineral precipitation begins immediately after injection, to the extent
that pumps can get clogged and shut down (Fountain 2015). Substantial calcite precipitation is
also suspected during CO2 injection tests in basalt in Iceland. One caution is that in the basalt
injection tests have all been relatively small amounts of CO2 (kilotons), far short of the amount
that would be needed to be sequestered to have an impact on the climate which are megatons
to gigatons. In all three of the cases listed here where precipitation has been observed (or
could occur), there has been substantial amounts of reactive mineral phases that buffer the
pH and/or supply the cations necessary to cause carbonate minerals to precipitate. While
some modeling studies have been undertaken to examine how much carbonate mineral can
be precipitated for a given mineralogical composition (Zhang et al. 2013), what is lacking are
direct measurements of how porosity and permeability evolve in a rock during the dissolution
of pH-buffer and cation-source minerals and precipitation of carbonates. If precipitation
occurs completely uniformly, it could be that residual bubbles of CO2 in the subsurface left
over from plume migration would become surrounded by a self-limiting coating of carbonate
mineral that prevents further reaction of the gas within the bubble (Cohen and Rothman 2015)
(Fig. 1). This may not be a detrimental outcome since the precipitated material might also act
as a protective casing surrounding the CO2 that prevents its migration, but it would slow and
limit carbonate mineral precipitation.
An important ongoing issue in industrial or municipal settings is the prevention and
removal of scale, i.e., unintended mineral precipitates that form in the (porous) subsurface as
well as within wells, pipes and equipment. Entire textbooks have been written on the subject
of attempting to predict the formation of the most common scale-forming minerals and dealing
with them after their formation (e.g., sparingly soluble salts such as barite, BaSO4, calcite,
CaCO3, as well as covalently bonded phases such as silica or quartz, SiO2 and iron oxides,
Fe2O3) (Frenier and Ziauddin 2008). It has been estimated that scale formation results in 1.4
billion USD costs annually due to lost production and removal (Frenier and Ziauddin 2008).
New extraction technologies such as the combination of hydraulic fracturing and horizontal
drilling are resulting in new scale formation and removal challenges as well as treatment of
wastewater. An improved ability to predict and control precipitation reactions in porous media,
i.e., prior to the fluids coming to the surface, could help to deal with these issues. If we could
better predict and control reactions within porous media especially, it could help us understand

Figure 1. Model of mineral precipitation due to mixing of CO2-rich fluids with surrounding brine. a) The
warmer (lighter gray) colors show where precipated carbonate minerals are predicted to occur, creating a
zone of low permeability between the two liquids and self-limiting the precipitation reaction. Units on X
and Y are characteristic lengths. b) Profile along the white arrow marked in part a). [Images slightly modified from Cohen and Rothman (2014), Proceedings of the Royal Society of London A, Vol. 471, 2010853.
Creative Commons license, v.4.0]
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why scale does or does not form in a given scenario, and may guide us to treatment strategies,
either above ground or directly in the subsurface prior to extraction. As a specific example,
some of the wells in the Marcellus shale are producing elevated concentrations of radium,
strontium and barium in their flowback or formation waters. All of these cations form low
solubility sulfate minerals that clog porosity, wells, lines and equipment and have been found
in effluents of wastewater treatment plants that accepted hydraulic fracturing wastewater
and in sediments downstream (Ferrar et al. 2013; Warner et al. 2013). The economic and
environmental ramifications of these dissolved species and their mineral forms have been
significant. These findings were part of the rationale for the U.S. state of Pennsylvania’s request
that municipal wastewater treatment plants stop accepting hydraulic fracturing wastewater
(Boerner 2013). The uncertainties surrounding the public health effects of radium-containing
scale were also cited in the U.S. State of New York Department of Health review that led to
the state banning hydraulic fracturing completely (Zucker 2014). It is clear that we would
benefit from an improved ability to predict why ambient fluids in the subsurface do not have
precipitated minerals in them, and why precipitation only occurs after the fluids are brought
up to the surface. Furthermore, if precipitation of scale forming minerals could be engineered
in situ, without impacting the oil or gas production, it would prevent costly treatment strategies
and obviate environmental impact of the oil and gas production.
A sometimes overlooked set of effects of precipitation in pores are geomechanical. That is,
when rocks, cements or other porous materials have fluids circulate through them that induce
crystallization, the precipitated material exerts a pressure on the rock itself and vice versa.
Over time, this pressure can be sufficiently large to crack or fracture a rock (Scherer 1999;
Emmanuel and Ague 2009). The physics of this process are discussed in Emmanuel et al. (2015,
this volume). This phenomonon has dramatic implications for weathering of rocks as it is a
coupled chemical and physical process and the resulting fractures will act as conduits for new
fluid that will further increase weathering rate (Jamtveit et al. 2011). Geology undergraduates
can likely tell you the mechanisms of an every-day example of this process, which is pothole
formation in asphalt concrete during frost wedging or heaving. When water freezes, its crystal
structure is slightly less dense than the original water, and this causes exerts a force on the
sand grains, wedging them apart. The crystallization pressure due to precipitation in pores
may also play a role on a much larger scale than potholes or even weathering: it was recently
suggested that precipitation of anhydrite (CaSO4) in pores may result in micro-seismicity near
mid ocean ridges (Pontbriand and Sohn 2014). The evidence is that the seismic signature
and locale of the earthquakes does not match those of a tectonic origin and are not correlated
with any larger seismicity in the area. The proposed mechanism is that there is secondary
circulation of seawater near the ridge, which causes anhydrite to precipitate as the seawater
heats. This is because anhydrite has a retrograde solubility, meaning it becomes less soluble
with increasing temperature. Upon seeing this argument, one is tempted to speculate about
whether precipitation could be a contributing factor in other seismic events, such as during
injection of wastewater (e.g., the Youngstown, Ohio earthquake was attributed to injection of
hydraulic fracturing fluids; Funk 2014; Skoumal et al. 2015). This possibility has been raised
for carbon sequestration as well (Melcer and Gerrish 1996), but there is no information at all
on the potential for precipitation reactions to induce seismicity.
In all the above examples, our understanding of precipitation in pores is poor in that we can
define what we would like to have happen, but have trouble demonstrating that it is happening
or can happen outside of some obvious indicator like the pump clogging or exhuming a reacted
rock core to look for mineral precipitates. This leads to an inability to predict reliably the extent,
timing and locale (e.g., pore-size distribution) of precipitation in reactions. In the remainder of
this review, I summarize what I know about how precipitation in a porous medium will occur.
While everything described in this article is reasonably plausible, some evidence and theories
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are contradictory and sorting through which effects are important at a given time and length
scale will require the substantial interdisciplinary effort described in the introduction.

PORE-SIZE-DEPENDENT PRECIPITATION
When reviewing the studies that have considered a pore size dependence for precipitation
reactions, one can find a plausible argument in the literature for any trend in the dependence
on pore size, or a lack thereof. That is, one can find models for uniform precipitation over all
pore sizes with no intrinsic pore-size dependence (Borgia et al. 2012) (Fig. 2b), observations
that precipitation in smaller pores is inhibited (Emmanuel et al. 2010) (Fig. 2c), theoretical
predictions that precipitation should occur preferentially in smaller pores (Hedges and
Whitelam 2012) (Fig. 2d) and observations of different behaviors depending on system
chemistry (Stack et al. 2014). This lack of consensus arises from several factors, not the
least of which is that this discrepancy may be real and the functional form of any pore-sizedependent behavior that is observed depends on the substrate and precipitate compositions
and structures, or solution conditions. At this time we do not know precisely which processes
are most important to determine the pore size range over which precipitation occurs, and
further information is necessary to make reliable predictions. The length scale over which the
precipitation is observed may be important as well—processes that occur at one length scale
or mineral growth regime may not be significant in all cases. For example, processes important
during the incipient stages of nucleation may not be important after aggregation and growth of
the nuclei into larger crystals.

Effects of precipitation on porosity and permeability
Prior to getting into the details, it is useful to discuss the reasons why a pore-size dependent
precipitation should matter, especially for larger scale properties. As mentioned above, one

Figure 2. Schematic of pore-size dependence for precipitation reactions. a) Illustrative flow path through a
series of mineral grains within a rock. b) Rock after precipitation that uniformly coats all grains. The pore
throats close first, reducing permeability, but the larger pores are left mostly open. c) Preferential precipitation in large pores. d) Preferential precipitation in smaller pores. Pore throats will close first, strongly
reducing permeability while having a minimal impact on porosity.
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area where advanced understanding is necessary is the link between porosity and permeability.
If significant precipitation in a porous medium occurs, the effect of the precipitation on the
porosity and permeability cannot be neglected. While one can estimate change in porosity
based on the amount of precipitated material and its molar volume, the effect of that porosity
change has on the permeability and the ultimate extent of reaction will vary depending on
how the precipitation affects the flowpaths that dominate the transport of fluids through the
medium. This in turn could potentially affect how the much material can be precipitated prior
to the reaction becoming limited by the transport of new reactants to the site of precipitation.
An example of this behavior is the CO2 bubble study above (Cohen and Rothman 2015), where
the model indicated that the precipitation reaction was self-limiting because the change in
permeability stopped the subsequent dissolution of CO2 gas into the aqueous phase (Fig. 1).
This is despite the fact that the overall system is still very far from equilibrium.
The textbook method to estimate permeability is to express it as proportional to the square
of the grain size, such as observed using glass beads (e.g., Freeze and Cherry 1979):
k  Cd 2 ,

(1)

where the permeability, k, has units of length squared, C is a fit parameter, and d is the average
grain diameter. (The common units of permeability are in Darcy, where 1 Darcy  10-8 cm2).
The larger the grain, the larger the pore size, and much larger is the permeability. While
this simple expression is interesting to think about, in practice is only useful if mineralogy
and other parameters such as grain shape remain more or less constant across samples.
For example, an analysis of Gibson-Poole et al. (2008) find over three orders of magnitude
variation in permeability for a given porosity for samples from a single formation across a
potential CO2 storage basin (Fig. 3). Moreover, precipitation reactions may have non-linear
effects on permeability: Tartakovsky et al. (2008) found that an impermeable layer of CaCO3
could form within a reactor with only a 5% reduction in porosity (see below). From these
studies it is clear that porosity alone cannot be used to predict permeability, therefore one can
incorporate additional empirical parameters that affect permeability, such as (Bloch 1991;
Zhang et al. 2013):

Figure 3. Log permeability as a function of porosity in two different formations across a potential CO2
sequestration reservoir. Data from Gibson-Poole et al. (2008) for a single rock formation. Trendline is a
best fit for log permeability as a function of porosity, dashed lines are the 95% prediction interval. The
prediction intervals span more than three orders of magnitude in permeability.
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where a–f are fit parameters. Here, the dependence of permeability on grain size is exponential,
consistent with observations (Freeze and Cherry 1979; Gibson-Poole et al. 2008).
Extrapolating Equations (1) and (2) to a distribution of pore sizes and assuming that the
super-linear dependence of permeability on grain size (and hence pore size) is still valid, we
can hypothesize a trend about the potential effects of a pore-size-dependent precipitation. If
precipitation were to occur preferentially in the largest pores, it would have disproportionate
effects on the permeability, since the largest pores are created by the largest grains and the
largest grains will have the largest effect on the overall permeability (Fig. 2c). Contrarily, if
precipitation occurs preferentially in the smallest pores, it might have minimal effects on the
permeability since overall permeability might be, but this process may occlude pore throats, that
is, the distance of closest approach between two mineral grains (Fig. 2d). This would strongly
affect permeability. One behavior might be desirable over another in different situations. For
example, in a cap-rock intended to restrain a plume of trapped CO2, if precipitation occurs
in the largest pores or in fractures larger than the average pore size, a minimal amount of
precipitation would be responsible for a self-sealing behavior and a more efficient cap rock.
Alternately, if one wanted to precipitate as much material as possible within the available pore
space, such as in the reservoir rock for carbon or other contaminant sequestration, one would
prefer it if permeability of the rock was maintained until the reaction is completed to avoid a
self-limiting behavior. This would allow continued reactant transport to the site of reaction and
mixing of various reactants. Thus one would prefer it if precipitation occurred preferentially in
the smallest pores and proceed to the larger ones.
There does not necessarily need to be a pore-size-dependent precipitation to have
an effect on the permeability of the medium prior to filling all the pore space. Precipitation
reactions in reactive transport simulations have been modeled as uniformly coating the
grains in the porous medium. As the precipitation proceeds, the pore throats become filled
with precipitate but this leaves the largest pore spaces open (Fig. 2b). When this happens,
permeability of the formation can also become reduced because communication and transport
of fluids between pores is no longer possible. This behavior is conceptualized using the “Tubes
in Series” theory (Verma and Pruess 1988), where the flow through the rock is approximated as
a bundle of capillaries whose diameter is reduced in some portions, restricting the fluid flow.
This technique has been used to model precipitation of evaporite minerals due to drying of the
ambient fluids in a reservoir rock after CO2 is injected. The minerals, principally halite (NaCl),
substantially clog permeability of the formation (Borgia et al. 2012).

Observations of precipitation in pores
While the concept of examining the growth of minerals or other crystals from bulk
solution or natural specimens has been around for a long time (see e.g., Stack 2014 for a
review of calcium carbonate rates), examining how crystals grow in the middle of a porous
medium has been a more difficult proposition to study because, by their nature, it is difficult
to discern what is happening in the interior of rocks without irrevocably modifying and/or
destroying the integrity of the sample. So until recently, most experiments and analysis of
precipitation in pores have been done ex situ. See Putnis and Mauthe (2001) for excellent
examples of mercury porosimetry analysis of dissolution experiments on precipitated material.
Historically, in situ information has been obtained by analyzing the compositions of pore
fluids (Morse et al. 1985). Sampling a pore fluid is often the only practical method to get
information about the processes in the subsurface. As demonstrated in Steefel et al. (2014),
the difficulty with this method is that it is inherently inferential. That is, one must infer which
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minerals are precipitating and where based on their solubilities or perhaps examining how
permeability might change with reduction in solution flow rate or increase in pressure. The
above-mentioned advances in synthesizing samples, measuring reactivity in situ and modeling
the outcome have the potential to allow us to observe precipitation directly over the course
of an experiment and to link precipitation rates, growth regime and flow rates with porosity
and permeability evolution within a sample. It remains to be seen if these advances will lead
to an ability to obtain a fine-grained control over precipitation reactions in porous media and
contribute to the resolution of the discrepancy between laboratory- and field-based weathering
rates.
A further source of difficulty in measuring precipitation in pores is that many observations
only cover a limited range of pore sizes, e.g., on thin sections or hand samples, and do not
detect the smallest pore sizes. Pores size varies many orders of magnitude and the smallest
pore are the interlayer spacings in clays (or their equivalent), which are on the nanometer
scale. For example, a smectite clay has a d-spacing (or repeat distance) of 1–2 nm depending
on how much water is in the interlayer (Bleam 2011). These smallest pores, termed nanopores,
may dominate the overall porosity in a rock (Anovitz et al. 2013). Part of the difficulty is
the limited range of pore sizes that can be analyzed using the standard tools for analyzing
pore-size distributions: gas adsorption and mercury porosimetry. Gas adsorption relies on
measurements of a powdered form of the rock sample, destroying the original rock fabric and
may introduce a dependence of the pore size measurement on the particle size of the powder
used in the experiment (Chen et al. 2015). To reach the smallest pore sizes, interpretation of
mercury porosimetry relies on an assumption that the technique does not modify the sample in
any way, yet to measure, e.g., a 3.5 nm pore size with this technique requires 400 MPa pressure
applied to the sample (Giesche 2006). This is equivalent of burying the rock at 17 km depth
using a lithostatic pressure gradient of 23 MPa/km (Bethke 1986). It is clear that compaction
of the sample is a real danger in this type of measurement and restricts its typical use to larger
pore sizes. Other methods to observe precipitation in pores have included optical microscopy,
SEM, and microprobe analysis, but these tools also have a resolution limit of sub-micron or so
at best, depending on the instrument and sample.
Previous work on pore-size-dependent precipitation also focused on monitoring the
supersaturation necessary prior to nucleate materials in idealized porous media such as silica
aerogel (Prieto et al. 1990; Putnis et al. 1995). What they found is there exists a threshold
supersaturation that is necessary to achieve prior to the nucleation of materials becoming
favorable. This was attributed to a pore-size-dependent solubility (see below), stirring rate,
interaction between substrate and precipitate. Classical nucleation theory calls for a critical
supersaturation necessary prior to nucleation becoming energetically favorable, but this
concept is a distinct modification of the surface energy (Fig. 4) (De Yoreo and Vekilov 2003;
experimental evidence of this observed in Godinho and Stack 2015). This concept is supported
by some ex situ work on sandstone thin sections that has shown naturally formed halite cements
have a tendency to occlude larger pores and are not found in smaller ones (Putnis and Mauthe
2001).
A recent Small Angle X-ray Scattering (SAXS) study on a nanoporous amorphous silica
showed that nucleation in nanopores may or may not be inhibited, but depends on the surface
chemistry between precipitate and substrate (Stack et al. 2014). In this work, we took the approach
of measuring precipitation in both native 8-nm nanoporous amorphous silica (Controlled Pore
Glass-75, or CPG-75), and CPG modified with a self-assembled monolayer containing an
anhydride group, which presumably hydrolyzes in water to form a dicarboxylic acid. The
idea was to have the same pore size distribution, but different surface functional groups and
different surface reactivity at the substrate-water interface. Aqueous solution supersaturated
with respect to calcite (CaCO3) was circulated past the CPG, and the small angle X-ray
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Figure 4. Classical nucleation theory, and potential effects of nanopores. a) For a growing nucleus, there
are two energetic terms that determine its stability, a negative term from the bulk phase that grows with
the cube of the radius and a positive surface area term that grows with the square of the radius. A nucleus
growing in a nanopore will have its surface energy changed by the presence of the nanopore. b) The sum of
the two terms in a), which determine the overall stability of the nucleus. The critical radius is determined by
the position of the peak. If the presence of a pore increases the surface energy of the nucleus by increasing
its interfacial energy, it will create a larger critical radius than in open solution. If a pore lowers the total
surface energy, it will facilitate precipitation by creating a smaller critical radius, or alternately a lower
supersaturation necessary for growth.

scattering was measured as the reaction proceeded. We found that where native CPG showed
precipitation only in the spaces in between CPG grains (i.e., macropores ≥ 1 μm diameter),
functionalizing the CPG with a polar self-assembled monolayer caused precipitation to occur
in both nanopores and macropores (Fig. 5). At the time of publication, the results of this study
were thought to suggest that the pore size in which the precipitation preferentially occurred
was controlled by the favorability of nucleating the precipitating phase onto the substrate.
While this is still a possibility, an alternate, solution-side explanation that relies on surface
charge of the substrate is given below that is only briefly touched on in the previous work.
Recent work has shown that small and ultra-small angle neutron and X-ray scattering can
be combined with, e.g., traditional SEM-BSE analysis to obtain a measurement of pore sizes
that range seven orders of magnitude (Wang et al. 2013). This series of techniques removes one
of the issues with the pore size characterization techniques described above in that the sample
is not ground to a powder. The X-ray and neutron sampling are non-invasive with respect to the
integrity of the sample, although working on thicker samples (e.g., 1 mm thick) tends to create
multiple scattering events that are more difficult to interpret. Thus far, these techniques have
primarily been used to characterize rock samples ex situ. Each set of techniques, Small Angle
X-ray/Neutron Scattering (SAXS, SANS), Ultra SAXS/SANS, and SEM-BSE each probe only
a couple orders of magnitude of pore size, but overlapping ranges allows one to join the pore
size distributions derived from each technique into one master porosity distribution. Because
of this requirement, however, it may be difficult to obtain reasonable results in situ. Lastly,
there are issues with interpreting the data from these methods, such as improper background
subtraction can lead to anomalous changes in the apparent porosity distribution, etc.
What has been observed thus far on rock samples the SANS/USANS/BSE-SEM
techniques has been mixed. Wang et al. (2013) detected a reduced (relative) contribution to
the total porosity from small scale pores in metamorphic rocks that underwent higher degrees
of metamorphism. This implies that smaller pores tended to close first during the combustion
and other metamorphic processes the rocks underwent over time. Alternately, Anovitz et al.
(2015) found that despite being exposed to a solution supersaturated with respect to quartz
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Figure 5. Precipitation of calcium carbonate in controlled pore glass (CPG). a) Each CPG grain consists
of amorphous silica filled with nanopores ~7–8 nm in diameter. b) The pore spaces in between grains form
pores tens of micrometers in diameter. c) Small Angle X-ray Scattering (SAXS) intensity as a function of
momentum transfer, Q, while a fluid supersaturated with respect to calcite is flowed past the CPG. The scattering shows large changes at small Q, indicating precipitation in the larger intergranular spaces. d) When
the CPG is functionalized with a self-assembled monolayer (structure shown in inset), the precipitation
behavior changes so that both the nanopores and macropores fill with precipitate. [Used by permission of
American Chemical Society, from Stack AG, Fernandez-Martinez A, Allard LF, Bañuelos JL, Rother G,
Anovitz LM, Cole DR, Waychunas GA (2014) Pore-size-dependent calcium carbonate precipitation controlled by surface chemistry. Environmental Science & Technology, Vol. 48, p. 6177–6183]

(SiO2), silica overgrowths initially dissolved in an arenite sandstone followed by precipitation
in larger pores. This is consistent with an inhibition of precipitation in smaller pores and
unstable precipitates in smaller pores. It is to be hoped that these techniques can be used for
further, well controlled experiments that will systematically probe precipitation reactions in
porous media. The source of the difficultly in interpreting the results of these experiments
may be because these samples are natural ones in which multiple processes could be occurring
at once, or at least that multiple effects could be the origin of the observed results. This
ambiguity makes isolating specific processes and quantifying their effects difficult. However,
measurements on idealized samples, while easier to interpret, are not as applicable. Ideally,
work on idealized samples would then be compared to measurements on natural samples as
a validation.

ATOMIC-SCALE ORIGINS OF A PORE SIZE DEPENDENCE
Substrate and precipitate effects
What kinds of things could happen that would drive a pore-size dependence for
precipitation? Initially, one might imagine that the shape of the pore could result in a change in
the ability of the substrate to induce nucleation of a precipitate, change the fluid composition
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inside a pore, changing the fluid’s ability to precipitate material and the ability of the fluid to
transport reactants to the site of reaction. Many of these effects have their origin at the atomicscale. Here these will be discussed and an estimate of the maximum pore size where any
effects could be important will be given.
The reactivity of the substrate could change due to strain induced on the reactive sites on
the pore wall due to the presence of the pore. That is, by forcing a curved pore wall, or other
shape, the reactive sites at the fluid-substrate interface will be strained and this could change
their reactivity, particularly towards dissociatively adsorbed water. This in turn would affect
their acidity (pKa), and the surface charge of the substrate would change and the substrate’s
affinity for dissolved ions that adsorb to nucleate the new phase. There are relatively few
direct observations of the acidity of nanopores relative to planar substrates: FernandezMartinez (2009) fit the pKa’s of the octahedral aluminum surface sites on nanotubular
imogolite (Al2SiO3(OH)4) and found they are one pKa unit more acidic than the equivalent
sites on macroscopic gibbsite (Al(OH)3). However, Bourg and Steefel (2012) found that the
difference in bond lengths on amorphous silica nanopores translated to only a 0.5-1 pKa unit
difference using classical molecular dynamics simulations. Studies of the charge densities of
nanoporous amorphous silica similarly found that silanol functional group densities are within
a factor of two of a planar amorphous silica surface. There are 2.5–3 >SiOH groups/nm2
in a nanoporous amorphous silica, Mobil Composition of Matter No. 41 (MCM-41), versus
5–8 sites per /nm2 in typical amorphous silica (Sahai and Sverjensky 1997; Zhao et al. 1997).
One strategy to understand the limits on possible effects of pore size on reactivity is to
examine structural relaxation of near surface layers on bulk mineral phases and use their typical
extent as a measure of the distances over which atomic-level strain is typically dissipated.
Molecular simulation and X-ray reflectivity (XR) are the best methods to look at relaxation
of a structure at a planar mineral–water interface. These typically show modifications of the
average positions of atoms in a few of the top-most monolayers of a crystal surface due to the
creation of the interface. For example in the barite {001} surface, in XR experiments (Fenter
et al. 2001) and MD simulations (Stack and Rustad 2007), show a bulk-like structure after
about three monolayers depth, which is about 1 nanometer (Fenter et al. 2001) (Fig. 6). XR on
hematite (-Fe2O3) also shows about three monolayers that relax, or about 0.7 nm (Trainor et
al. 2004), and XR/MD on calcite shows about 4 monolayers, or 1.1 nm (Fenter et al. 2013).
If we take these measurements as a guide, it suggests that only the very smallest nanopores
(less than a few nanometers) should show some change in localized atomic structure due
to the presence of the pore and different reactivity. Any larger pores will likely show more
or less planar-like reactivity of the substrate. An alternative guide might be taken from
measurements on nanoparticles, which might be thought of as nanopores in reverse. Anatase
(TiO2) nanoparticles show bulk-like points of zero charge and protonation constants when
particle size is larger than 4 nm in diameter, but smaller than that they start to deviate (Ridley
et al. 2013).
Regarding other species besides water, Singer et al. (2014) measured sorption of
strontium and uranium in a porous amorphous silica (MCM-41) with pore sizes of 4.7 nm.
They found that the presence of the nanopores lead to the uranium and strontium desorption
to be recalcitrant relative to bulk silica, i.e., it took a stronger solvent to labilize the uranium
ions, but sorption occurred with a lower total adsorption density than the corresponding bulk
phases. This was argued to be consistent with results from uranium contaminated-sediments
containing a larger fraction of nanopores (Bond et al. 2008). However, as was discussed in the
publication, it was not demonstrated that this is due to the reactivity of the pores themselves,
but the possibility that the change in reactivity could be due to diffusion of the ions into
pores themselves. This demonstrates a pervasive problem in understanding reactivity in
pores: how does one separate transport from reactivity effects? In the Stack et al. (2014) study
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Figure 6. Atomic-scale electron density as a function of distance from a barite {001} mineral–water interface. Barite (negative numbers in x-axis) shows surface relaxation on the order of three monolayers.
Water (positive numbers in x-axis) shows one or more ordered water peaks. Black line is X-ray Reflectivity
(from Fenter et al., 2001), dashed line is from Molecular Dynamics (Stack and Rustad 2007). A 5% lattice
mismatch has been corrected in the MD data. MD data has been broadened and weighted to atomic number
courtesy of Sang Soo Lee (see acknowledgements).

described above, it was observed that neutron scattering originating from the nanopores in
the native CPG responded to a solution change as rapidly as new scattering patterns could be
measured (~20 min). This was thought to suggest that transport, at least of water, is relatively
facile into the nanopores themselves. Additionally, CPG may contain differing reactivity from
MCM-41. This is evidenced by SAXS measurements of MCM-41 and another nanoporous
amorphous silica (SBA-15) that show dissolution and re-precipitation of silica in water
at 60 ºC (Gouze et al. 2014), whereas we have not observed this with CPG (at least, at room
temperature and pH ~8.5; Stack et al. 2014).
In order to conceptualize some of how the presence of nanopores can affect precipitation
reactions, it is useful to review some of classical nucleation theory (De Yoreo and Vekilov
2003). The free energy of a precipitating phase (ΔG) is the sum of two terms (De Yoreo and
Vekilov 2003):
G  Gbulk  Gsurface ,

(3)

where ΔGbulk is the contribution from the bulk volume of precipitated material and ΔGsurface
is the contribution from the interfacial energy. For a heterogeneous nucleus, the free energy
conserved for a given radius is:
Gbulk

2 r 3 (2.303k BT  SI )

,
3Vm

(4)

where r is the radius of the nucleus, kB is Boltzmann’s constant, T is temperature, SI is
saturation index, and Vm is the molar volume (in m3/mol). Saturation index is defined as the
log of the activities of the constituent ions of the mineral divided by the solubility product. For
calcite this is SI = log(aCaaCO3/Ksp). In Figure 4a, this term is calculated for SI = 0.76 and molar
volume of calcite (3.69 × 10-5 m3/mol). For heterogeneous nucleation, the surface energy term
is (Fig. 4a):
Gsurface  r 2 (2  lc   sc   ls ),

(5)
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where lc is the interfacial energy between the precipitating crystal and the surrounding
liquid, sc is the energy between the substrate and the crystal, and ls is that between the
substrate and the liquid. The sum of these terms will be referred to as the apparent interfacial
energy, . In Figure 4a, this term is calculate using an apparent interfacial energy for calcite
of  = 0.036 J/m2 (Fernandez-Martinez et al. 2013). If a nanopore changes any of the terms
in Equations (4) and (5), it would change how favorable nucleation is, and especially what
the critical radius of the nucleus is, that is, the minimum size at which subsequent growth of
the nucleus is energetically favorable (Fig. 4b). If the precipitate itself is the same as what
would form on a planar substrate, ΔGbulk would not change. Within ΔGsurface, the interfacial
energy between the substrate and liquid might change due to reactivity with respect to water
or surface charge changes such as described above. The energy interfacial energy between
the substrate and crystal might also change for the same reasons. These effects will in turn
affect the critical nucleus size, or alternately, require a different saturation index to create a
stable precipitated nucleus (adjusting SI in Equation (4) will change critical radius size as
well).
An additional possibility is that the close proximity of surface sites could enhance
nucleation within a nanopore, even if reactivity of the surface sites is the same. Hedges and
Whitelam (2012) ran a series of Ising model simulations to examine how pore geometry can
affect nucleation rate. They found that pores of a specific size and shape could lower the
free energy barrier to nucleation. This result is rationalized by the following train of logic:
When the free energy of the interface between the precipitating phase and the substrate is
lower than the free energy between the precipitating phase and the solution, heterogeneous
nucleation onto the substrate will occur at a lower supersaturation than precipitation directly
from solution. In this scenario, the precipitate nuclei will minimize the amount of surface
area contacting solution and maximize the surface area contacting the substrate. If one
were to think about this phenomenon in terms of pore size and shape, a particular size and
geometry will minimize the amount of precipitate nuclei–solution interface (Fig. 4). For this
phenomena to be an accurate description of what is occurring in pores, the size of the nuclei
where significant savings in interfacial energy could be achieved will be similar to the size
of the critical radius of the nuclei. This is something like a few nanometers or so (see below;
Stack et al. 2014), that is, the pore must be a nanopore. Some evidence of this phenomenon
has come from monitoring precipitation on planar substrates, where nuclei can be shown
to form preferentially on steps on a surface (Stack et al. 2004), which might be thought of
as sharing the structural characteristics of the nanopores as conceived of by Hedges and
Whitelam (2012). To the contrary, nucleation in the controlled pore glass described above
shows inhibited precipitation in nanopores in the native CPG but simultaneous precipitation
in nanopores and macropores in the SAM-functionalized CPG. Note that this thought process
is only valid when if interfacial energy is limiting the rate of nucleation. If the interfacial
energy is a secondary effect because the kinetically viable pathways for precipitation are
limited, the geometry of the nanopores may have no effect on nucleation. That is, despite
that a reaction may be thermodynamically favorable, if there is no readily available reaction
mechanism for that to happen, or if a competing reaction proceeds more rapidly than the
most favorable one, it is likely the reaction will proceed to a metastable state rather than
equilibrium.
There is an alternate interpretation of the effects of pore size on surface energy. The
argument runs that since the presence of the pore artificially limits the size of the nuclei
that precipitate inside of them, it increases the proportion of the surface energy relative to
the total energy. This is well known from the classical nucleation theory described above,
where a critical radius is defined as the radius in which the energy conserved by creating
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the volume of the precipitated material is balanced by the energy penalty for creating the
surface area of the nuclei-solution interface (Fig. 4b). Thus a smaller nuclei has a greater
surface energy and is less stable (according to the theory). If the precipitation occurs, e.g., in
a nanopore, the net effect is to increase the apparent solubility of a precipitate of restricted
size. Thus, a higher saturation state is required to induce heterogeneous precipitation in the
pore than would otherwise be required. This model is called the Pore Controlled Solubility
(PCS) model. In its Equation form, it is:
 2V  
Sd  S0 exp  m  ,
 RTr 

(6)

where Sd is the effective saturation state of the fluid inside a pore with respect to a mineral
phase, S0 is the intrinsic saturation state in bulk fluid, Vm is the molar volume of the
material (m3/mol),  is the interfacial energy of the precipitating phase (J/m2), R is the
ideal gas constant (J/mol/K), T is temperature (K) and r is the radius of the pore (m). The
evidence of this effect has been noted in silica aerogel (pore sizes of 100–400 nm) where
increased saturation index is required above that normally necessary to nucleate barite
(Prieto et al. 1990; Putnis et al. 1995). This effect has also been observed in halite (NaCl)
cements in sandstones (Putnis and Mauthe 2001) and in porosity distributions of quartzcemented sandstone in proximity to a styolite (Emmanuel et al. 2010). In these studies
at the micrometer scale, it was found the cements had filled more of the larger pores than
the smaller pores, and Putnis and Mauthe (2001) found that the halite was preferentially
leached from larger pores. In contrast, Stack et al. (2014) showed that the critical radius of a
calcite grain is 1.5 nm using Vm = 3.69 × 105 m3/mol; sl = 0.094 J/m2 (Stumm and Morgan
1996) using Equation (6) in their system, smaller than the nanopores in the CPG. To put
this into perspective, the critical diameter of the nanopore is equivalent to about twice the
interlayer of a swelling clay—that is to say, the nuclei in all but the smallest nanopores
should be larger than the critical radius of the calcium carbonate. For a pore that is e.g.,
8 nm in diameter, the solubility should be increased by a factor of 2.1. This corresponds to a
saturation index of 0.3 necessary to make these nuclei stable, which is a minor effect given
that SI = 0 is equilibrium).
The PCS model of Emmanuel and coworkers and the Ising model of Hedges and
Whitelam are directly contradictory. The Ising model says that interfacial energy is reduced
in a nanopore, promoting nucleation, whereas PCS says interfacial energy is increased in
nanopores, inhibiting nucleation (Fig. 4b). The latter has significant empirical findings that
correlate with it, but some of that work is in much larger, micrometer-sized pores, which
are in regimes larger than what might be expected for these types of effects. Our work in
nanopores has supported the PCS concept in the native CPG grains, but that nucleation
can occur in nanopores (Stack et al. 2014). This was thought to occur by lowering the
interfacial energy between the substrate and precipitate by introducing a SAM, something
not accounted for in the PCS model.
Nucleation density of the precipitate on the substrate may also be important. Using
neutron diffraction, Swainson and Schulson (2008) found that ice nucleation in diatomite and
chalk was inhibited and proceeded by a small number of nuclei that grew to fill neighboring
pores. If nucleation density is low, one might expect what appeared to be a preference for
precipitation in large pores, since these pores would contain the largest precipitates. A high
nucleation density would appear more like a uniform coating of the substrate.
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EFFECTS IN SOLUTION

In all of these studies, there are questions about the role of the composition of fluids.
That is, one cannot rule out that the nanopores affect the near surface solution composition
and affect the outcome of the precipitation reactions. We know that the presence of pores
can induce changes in the structure and ion composition. How large are these effects? To get
an idea, we will first examine the classical model of a charged mineral–water interface, a
Gouy–Chapman diffuse layer, often coupled to a stern layer that includes discrete dissolved
species. These are reviewed extensively in a previous volume of Reviews in Mineralogy
and Geochemistry (Davis and Kent 1990; Parks 1990). Briefly, the concept is that the
presence of the interface creates dissatisfied bonding environments for surface atoms, which
leads dissociation of water as it adsorbs onto mineral surface sites whose charge creates
an electrical potential that is attracts ions of opposite charge to adsorb onto the mineral
surfaces themselves. Ions also collect in an area the electric double layer which extends into
the solution until the electrical potential is negated. The extent to which the surface potential
decays into the solution diffuse layer is approximately described as:
   0 exp( d )

(7)

where  is the potential at some distance, d, from the surface, 0 is the potential at the surface
(or Stern or beta layers if using a two or three layer model), and  is the Debye parameter:
 2F 2 I  103 
9
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(8)

where F is the Faraday constant (96,485 C/mol), I is the ionic strength (in mol/L),
 is the dielectric constant of water (78.4 at 298 K), 0 is the permittivity of a
vacuum (8.854 × 10-12 C2/N/m2), R is the ideal gas constant (8.314 J/mol/K) and T is
temperature (298 K). We can use the reciprocal of the Debye parameter as an estimate
for where the overlap between diffuse layers becomes significant. This “Debye length” is
0.96 nm in solutions with I = 0.1 M electrolyte concentration, 3.1 nm for 0.01 M, and 9.6 nm
for 0.001 M electrolyte concentrations (Fig. 7a). In pure water (I = 10-7 M), the Debye length
is 960 nm. One might expect to observe significant changes in the concentrations of ions
when the pore size is decreased sufficiently such that the diffuse layers on either side of the
pore start to overlap. If we take the size of the area of significant interaction as roughly twice
the Debye length, the pore size ranges from 2 nm up to nearly 2 μm in pure water depending
on ionic strength. In concentrated solutions, the size of the pores where one would expect to
observe electrolyte effects is quite small, basically the lower limit on the size of a nanopore.
In the extreme case of dilute water however, this theory predicts that the pore sizes where
electric double layer effects would be seen could be substantial. In natural systems pure water
is not reasonably expected to be observed, but in experiments researchers will sometimes
minimize the ionic strength since the composition and concentration of the electrolyte affects
mineral precipitation reaction mechanisms and rates (e.g., Ruiz-Agudo et al. 2011; Kubicki
et al. 2012; Bracco et al. 2013).
Within the electric double layer, one would see elevated concentrations of the ions
that are oppositely charged to the mineral surface and lower concentrations of the ions that
are of the same charge. For example, at pH 7 in 0.1 M NaCl, amorphous silica is negatively
charged (Sahai and Sverjensky 1997; Sverjensky 2006), so one would expect an excess of
sodium cations and decreased amounts of chloride. This is significant in that differences in
the reactivity of precipitation rates have been observed, depending on the cation-to-anion
ratio of the solution. For example, with calcium carbonate, the calcium-to-carbonate ratio
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affects whether growth is observed at all (Stack and Grantham 2010), as well as whether
growth proceeds through homogeneous nucleation directly from solution, or growth by preexisting seed crystals (De Yoreo and Vekilov 2003; Gebrehiwet et al. 2012; Stack 2014). How
elevated/depleted could concentrations be inside a nanopore? Using the electric double layer
formulation again to examine concentration of dissolved electrolyte:
  zF  
 zF  
c  c exp 
c  c exp 


 RT 
 RT 

(9)

where c+ and c- are the concentrations of cations (c+) and anions (c-) within the electric
double layer, c∞ is the concentration of that ion in bulk solution, z is the charge on the ion, and
all the other symbols are defined above. Using this, we can say that if the surface potential
is -50 mV and a monovalent cation concentration is 0.01 M, then the concentration of the
cation at the surface is nearly 7× the bulk concentration (c+/c∞). This is substantial enough
to make a large difference in if precipitation occurs or not (Fig. 7). This may not be valid
however, since the diffuse layer model breaks down very close to the interface (see below). If
the calculation is done at some distance from the mineral–fluid interface, e.g., at the Debye
length (3.1 nm; Eqn. 5), the potential is -18 mV (Eqn. 4) and a diffuse layer concentration is
therefore 2× the bulk concentration (Eqn. 6). This is much less significant and will not affect
rates nearly as strongly, but the cation-to-anion ratio will still change by a factor of four.

Figure 7. Electric double layer (EDL) effects within a pore. a) Debye length, or double-layer thickness, as
a function of ionic strength. Dashed lines are the example used to examine the data in Figure 5. b) Electrical
potential decaying into solution for the ionic strength highlighed in a. c) Change in concentrations of calcium and carbonate (left axis) due to EDL as a function of distance from the pore wall. The right axis shows
the aqueous calcium-to-carbonate ratio, which reaches extreme values closer to the pore wall as small radii.
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As a real world example of how the electric double layer may affect the concentrations of
ions in nanopores, it can be applied to explain, perhaps, the results of Figure 5. Specifically,
Stack and Grantham (2010) and Gebrehiwet et al. (2012) have shown that calcite growth
rate depends in part on the calcium-to-carbonate ratio, so if the CPG in Stack et al. (2014)
had significant surface charge, it could affect not just rate of precipitation, but even if it
occurs or not. The ionic strength of the solution used in the experiments in Figure 5 was
8.2 × 10-3 M, whose constituent ions consist of chloride, calcium, sodium, carbonate and
bicarbonate. Using Equation (8), the Debye length would be 3.3 nm, so we would expect a
pore size dependence at 6.6-nm pore diameter (Fig. 7a), which is close to the fitted size of
the pores, 6.9 nm. We would therefore expect that the nanopores would contain significant
double layer effects that change the concentration of ions within the pores. The pH of the
solution used is ~8.4, which would correspond a surface potential of -136 mV using a
Stern–Graham model for silica that includes specific adsorption of calcium ions to surface
sites (Sverjensky 2006). We therefore might expect substantial excess calcium adsorbed in
the pore walls and within the pores and depleted carbonate and bicarbonate in those same
areas. Using Equation (9) and a surface potential of -136 mV for amorphous silica leads to
6.5 × aqueous calcium concentration and 0.024 × carbonate concentration in the center of the
pore. This creates an aqueous calcium-to-carbonate ratio at the center of the pore of 29,000
(using a 6.9-nm diameter pore), whereas in the bulk solution it is 107 (Fig. 7c). It is therefore
conceivable that such a high calcium-to-carbonate ratio suppresses nucleation (Fig. 8). One
caution is that Gebrehiwet et al. (2012) saw enhanced nucleation at calcium-to-carbonate
ratios near 300, but Stack and Grantham (2010) saw reduced growth rates of single crystals
at high calcium-to-carbonate ratios. The trend observed in Figure 5 is not consistent with
increased nucleation rate, but it is conceivable that at such a high calcium-to-carbonate ratio,
particularly close to the pore wall where the calcium-to-carbonate ratio would be expected
to be more extreme than even in the center of the pore. In this scenario, the reason as to
why the self assembled monolayer enhanced nucleation is that it modified the surface so it

Figure 8. Variation of growth rate of calcite with aqueous calcium-to-carbonate ratio. The peak rate occurs
at some ratio slightly greater than one, but decreases substantially at ratios far from that. [Used by permission of John Wiley & Sons, from Stack AG (2014) Next-generation models of carbonate mineral growth
and dissolution. Greenhouse Gas Science & Technology, Vol 4, p. 278–288]”
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contained a smaller surface charge than the native silica, or perhaps had not yet hydrolyzed
to form a dicarboxylic acid (while surface charges were not measured in those experiments,
the functionalized CPG was observed to clump more readily than the original material,
suggesting that there may have been difference in surface charge). A smaller surface charge
might allow the nanopore solution composition to reflect that of the bulk solution and create
an environment more favorable for nucleation.
One persistent doubt that remains is the physical plausibility of the electric double layer
concept at the atomic scale. It is well known that the diffuse layer model alone overestimates
concentrations at high concentrations, a failing which can be corrected by use of one or
more Stern–Graham layers that accounts for adsorption of ions into planes of fixed height
and capacitance (e.g., Davis and Kent 1990). However, recent evidence has suggested that
the capacitance and thickness of a Stern–Graham layer are not necessarily constants, but
vary with solution composition (Pařez and Předota 2012) and especially close to an interface
(Pařez et al. 2014). A more difficult problem is that direct measurements of mineral–water
interface structure using X-ray Reflectivity (XR) and Resonant Anomalous X-ray Reflectivity
(RAXR) (Lee et al. 2010; Fenter and Lee 2014) have not shown increased concentrations of
ions more than ~3 nm from an interface (Fig. 9). Distributions of ions that it does show tend
to be localized in inner-sphere, outer-sphere or extended outer-sphere complexes and not
a smoothly decaying concentration gradient as expected from the diffuse layer concept in

Figure 9. Average heights of distributions of ions adsorbed to a muscovite mica surface, measured using Resonant Anomalous X-ray Reflectivity. IS is inner-sphere, OSads is outer-sphere and OSext is an extended out-sphere complex. [Used by permission of the American Chemical Society, from Lee SS, Fenter
P, Park C, Sturchio NC, Nagy NL (2010) Hydrated cation speciation at the muscovite (001)-water interface. Langmuir, Vol. 26, p. 16647–16651]
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Equation (7). This discrepancy may arise from a couple of possibilities, such as the detection
limit of ions using the XR and RAXR techniques, and the fact that a fitted adsorption profile
is not necessarily a unique fit to the scattering data. There is some recent evidence from
molecular dynamics simulations that the assumption of a dielectric “constant” breaks down
at the molecular level for a charged interface and that the effective dielectric constant can
oscillate wildly depending on local water ordering and that this strongly affects decay of
electrical potential into solution (Pařez et al. 2014). Typically in MD simulations ordered
water is also observed less than one nanometer from the surface (Fig. 6) (Stack and Rustad
2007; Bourg and Sposito 2011; Fenter et al. 2013). This is consistent with the XR, although
these two techniques are seldom in perfect agreement, likely stemming from the uncertainty
in the MD models in addition to those of the XR. If one uses these more recent observations
as a limit to what sized pores interfacial regions would start to overlap, the answer is much
smaller than using the classical electric double layer.

TRANSPORT
The last subject that will be addressed here is that of transport. This is the subject of
other articles in this volume (Steefel et al. 2015, this volume), so this discussion will only
revolve around those aspects that specifically involve precipitation. The classical concept
for precipitation reactions is that they are either surface chemistry controlled or transport
controlled, depending on the mixing rate of the solution. For example, Plummer et al. (1978)
found that below pH ~5.0, the dissolution rate of calcite depended on how rapidly an impellor
stirred the solution in the reactor. This is quantified as the Damköhler number, which is the
reaction rate divided by the convective mass transport rate (Fogler 2006). In a natural porous
system, i.e., in groundwater, it is not clear if sufficiently high flow rates are ever reached to
make the system entirely free of a transport constraint. This was demonstrated recently by
Molins et al. (2012) who showed the dissolution rate of calcite as a function of darcy velocity,
or net fluid velocity (Fig. 10). Molins et al. (2012) show that the transition from a transportlimited to a surface chemistry-limited reaction is not sharp, but is a gradient. Furthermore,

Figure 10. Dissolution rate of calcite as a function of specific discharge (velocity). As the solution moves
through the porous medium more quickly, transport of the fluid plays more of a role in determining the rate
of reaction, but there is a broad range of flow velocities where the rate is transport limited in some pores,
but limited by reaction kinetics in others. Adapted from Molins et al. (2012).
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they observed that the volume-averaged rate of dissolution was slower than the open solution
rate because not all pores had the same fluid velocities. Liu et al. (2013) also found that while
chemical reactions may be quite rapid on the near atomic scale, once the tortuous nature of
diffusion in a porous system is accounted for, the apparent rate of diffusion is much slower.
This is not an insignificant effect: the difference between the microscopic rates of adsorption/
desorption or diffusion and the pore- or even grain-scale rates are many orders of magnitude
(Liu et al. 2013). Reeves and Rothman (2012) also addressed this issue by highlighting the
need for functions for chemical reactivity that scale with time and length.
We also know that for precipitation reactions, the rate of reaction in these systems cannot
be described accurately using a single rate constant if solution composition and precipitate
surface site concentration vary: one should fit rates using rate constants that reflect the
mechanisms of attachment and detachment of ions to known surface sites on the growing
crystals, that is, use a kinetics model that reflects the chemical processes observed to occur
on a mineral surface (Stack 2014). The rate constants and mechanism for attachment of these
ions vary depending on the ion and the mineral. For example, the rate constants for attachment
of calcium and carbonate to calcite are ~6.7 × 106 s-1 and 3.6 × 107 s-1 (Bracco et al. 2013),
whereas those for attachment of magnesium and carbonate ions to magnesite (MgCO3) are
4.0 × 105 s-1 and 2.0 × 106 s-1 (Bracco et al. 2014). From this, one would expect that the zone
over which surface kinetics and transport are both important depends not just on the flow rate
and the reactivity of the mineral, but the identity of the constituent ions will affect how much
of a reaction is transport controlled. That is, for calcite growth one would expect that one
could have a condition where calcium attachment is surface-kinetics-limited and carbonate
is transport-limited. Due to the relatively small difference in rate constants in these systems,
the range of solution conditions over which this might exist is limited but this may not always
be true. In fact, mineral growth kinetics measurements such as these may actually reflect this
condition already since possible transport limits are often poorly controlled or verified; in
Bracco et al. (2012), the step velocity was measured as a function of flow rate under one
condition, but not under all calcium-to-carbonate ratios so the rate constant for carbonate
quoted above may reflect a partial transport control over carbonate attachment.
Another significant issue due to transport effects are due to the mixing of solutions.
Because the grid cell size used in conventional reactive transport models is larger than the
scale over which precipitation is typically observed, they have a tendency to overestimate
the amount of fluid mixing and precipitation. In Tartakovsky et al. (2008) and Yoon et al.
(2012), the precipitation of calcium carbonate phases was observed and modeled in a sandpacked reactor where solutions of dissolved CaCl2 and Na2CO3 were injected along parallel
flowpaths. They observed precipitation where the two streams mixed, but at a much finer scale
than what would have been captured by a conventional grid-cell approach (Fig. 11a). They
found that a smoothed-particle hydrodynamic model was able to capture the localization of
the precipitation reaction well (Fig. 11b), or additionally a Darcy-type simulation with smaller
grid sizes in the zone where precipitation was observed also was accurate. These studies
highlight an ongoing research problem, which is how create a model that scales dynamically
to capture the microscopic reactions well, but also is practical to use at much larger scales. One
is not able run the molecular dynamics simulation over an entire reservoir or watershed, and
never will be, so models that can capture atomic-scale reactions well, but also scale upwards
in time and space, are necessary. As mentioned in the discussion above, Tartakovsky et al.
(2008) found that the relationship between porosity and permeability is not as straightforward
as it may seem in that the precipitation could create an impermeable barrier at only a 5%
reduction in porosity. This result demonstrates that empirical relationships between porosity
and permeability built from analysis of natural samples will not necessarily be applicable to
anthropogenically induced precipitation. Lastly, one must also account for dissolution. During
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the mixing experiments just described, the sequence of events is that as the two solutions mix,
they become saturated and eventually supersaturated sufficiently for precipitation to become
favorable. Precipitation occurs and blocks communication between the two mixed fluids. Once
the mixing is shut down, the solution surrounding the precipitate is then undersaturated and the
precipitate should start to dissolve. Yoon et al. (2012) found that while they could model the
precipitation relatively well by adjusting conventional precipitation models (Chou et al. 1989),
but the subsequent dissolution was not well captured.

Figure 11. Calcium carbonate precipitation in a sand-packed reactor. Two solutions, CaCl2 and Na2CO3 are
circulated side-by-side. a) Photograph of results; the white vertical stripe is a thin layer of calcium carbonate phases that have precipitated. b) Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamic model results that captures the localized nature of the precipitation well. The green (lighter gray) color shows the precipitated material. Red
(left) and blue (right) are the two different injected solutions. [Used by permission of John Wiley & Sons,
from Tartatakovsky AM, Redden G, Lichtner PC, Scheibe TD, Meakin P (2008) Mixing-induced precipitation: Experimental study and multiscale numerical analysis. Water Resources Research, Vol. 44, W06S04]

CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK
From these studies, it is clear that precipitation within a porous medium is a complex
process that is a challenge to observe and model accurately and even in idealized systems, there
are multiple effects that potentially explain the results. One must consider mineral precipitation
kinetics (which are very complex themselves), substrate reactivity, surface charges and ion
adsorption affinities that are possibly different from the bulk phase, geometric factors that
inhibit or enhance nucleation, surface energy effects, and last but not least, solvent transport.
In natural systems multiple minerals and other phases (such as organic carbon), gradients
in pore size distributions and other components create potentially other complicating factors
that reduce our ability to discern what is occurring in these systems. Nanopores may contain
the largest deviations from bulk-like reactivity, and at the same, may constitute the majority
of pores in a rock. Yet, due to the difficulty in quantitatively measuring these, the relative
importance of nanopores to the net reactivity of the rock, and their reactivity in this context are
just beginning to be examined. The precipitation itself is fairly difficult to observe since it is
occurring in the middle of three dimensional network of solids, leaving one to either interpret
data from thin sections or utilize newer methods of X-ray and neutron scattering that can allow
one to gather statistical averages of the porosity distribution. To interpret and understand how
the presence of a porous medium affects mineral precipitation will find application in multiple
areas of scientific, environmental and industrial interest. These include metal contaminant
treatment, carbon sequestration, scale formation, mineral/rock weathering, perhaps seismicity,
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etc. The potential to examine reactivity in pores is positive, however, in that new experimental
probes such as X-ray and neutron scattering are being adapted to probe these reactivity in
porous media, and coupled enhanced reactive transport modeling capabilities. Understanding
derived from these combined methods may result in predictive theories that can accurately
account for atomic-scale reactivity and structure, but are useful at larger scales where it is no
longer practical to resolve individual pores.
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